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																													12																											
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																													16																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													24																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													28																											
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																													48																											
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																													5																											
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																													1																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													2																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													4																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													6																											
													0
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																													2																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Infrared

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													YES																											
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								Display Type

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													B/W Graphical																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													Color																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Max. Coverage Range

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													100m																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													165m																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													175m																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													250m																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													300m																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Ethernet Port

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													10/100M																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													Gigabit																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Network Speed

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													Gigabit																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Preferred Placement

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													Indoor/outdoor																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Ear Cushion Type

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													Leather																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Speaker mic

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													Optional																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													YES																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								CCTV Mode

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													Yes																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Bluetooth

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													YES																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Wall Mounting

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													YES																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Flush Mounting

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													YES																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Expandable

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													YES																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Wi-Fi

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													YES																											
													0

												

																																		

										

																	

							

						

					

				
	
					
											
							
								Mic Frequency Range

								
							

						

										
					
						
							
								
																													
											
																																														
													
														
													

													
																													150Hz-6.8ΚHz																											
													0
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																													120																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													16																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													24																											
													0
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													0
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													0
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													0
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																													4K																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													FHD																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													HD																											
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																													Dual-band 2x2:2 MU-MIMO																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													Dual-band 3x3:3 MU-MIMO																											
													0

												

																																															
													
														
													

													
																													Dual-band 4x4:4 MU-MIMO																											
													0
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				Grandstream GDS3702 HD Audio IP Intercom System

				The GDS3702 is an HD Audio IP Intercom System to offer remote facility access control for buildings ..
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				Grandstream GDS3705 HD IP Audio Door System

				Grandstream GDS3705 was built for users looking for a strong audio-only facility access & securi..
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				Grandstream GDS3710 HD IP Video Door System

				Grandstream GDS3710 is an HD Video Door System that tracks, manages and records access to any physic..
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				Grandstream GDS3712 HD IP Video Intercom System

				The GDS3712 is a hemispheric IP Video Intercom System that also serves as a high-definition IP surve..
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				Grandstream GDS37xx Series IP Video Door System In-Wall Mounting Kit

				Grandstream GDS37xx In-Wall Mounting Kit is available for use with the GDS37xx series of IP Doo..
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				Grandstream GSC3570 HD Intercom and Facility Control Station

				The GSC3570 is a powerful intercom and facility control station designed to provide businesses with ..
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				Grandstream USB RFID Card Reader

				Grandstream USB RFID Card Reader is available for use with the GDS37xx series IP Video Door Systems...
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				Replacement Boards for Grandstream GDS3710 IP Door-Phones

				Replacement Boards for Grandstream GDS3710 IP Door-Phones
..
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				RFID CARD 125KHz EM4100 (Printable) - (10 Pack)

				RFID CARD 125KHz EM4100 (Printable) - (10 Pack)

Specifications:


	Type: PVC Contactless Induc..
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				RFID Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100, (10 Pack) - Black

				RFID Coloured Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100 for Access Control Time Attendance. This contactless p..
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				RFID Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100, (10 Pack) - Blue

				RFID Coloured Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100 for Access Control Time Attendance. This contactless p..
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				RFID Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100, (10 Pack) - Gray

				RFID Coloured Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100 for Access Control Time Attendance. This contactless p..
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				RFID Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100, (10 Pack) - Green

				RFID Coloured Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100 for Access Control Time Attendance. This contactless p..
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						Add to compare
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				RFID Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100, (10 Pack) - Light Green

				RFID Coloured Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100 for Access Control Time Attendance. This contactless p..
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						Add to compare
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				RFID Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100, (10 Pack) - Orange

				RFID Coloured Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100 for Access Control Time Attendance. This contactless p..
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				RFID Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100, (10 Pack) - Red

				RFID Coloured Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100 for Access Control Time Attendance. This contactless p..
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						Add to compare
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				RFID Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100, (10 Pack) - Yellow

				RFID Coloured Key Fobs 125KHz, TK4100, EM4100 for Access Control Time Attendance. This contactless p..
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				Grandstream GWN7052 Dual-Band 802.11ac, 2x2:2 MU-MIMO Wi-Fi Router

				The GWN7052/GWN7052F is a secure dual-band router powered by 802.11ac Wi-Fi technology. Ideal for sm..
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				Grandstream GWN7052F Dual-Band 802.11ac, 2x2:2 MU-MIMO Wi-Fi Router

				The GWN7052/GWN7052F is a secure dual-band router powered by 802.11ac Wi-Fi technology. Ideal for sm..
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				Grandstream GWN7062 Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) Dual-Band VPN Router

				The GWN7062 is a secure dual-band router powered by the latest Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) technology. Ideal ..
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				Grandstream GWN7661 In-Wall 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6) Dual-Band 2x2:2 MU-MIMO with DL/UL OFDMA technology Access Point, POE

				The GWN7661 is an in-wall 802.11ax Wi-Fi 6 access point designed for small-to-medium sized businesse..
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				Grandstream GWN7662 Indoor 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6) 2.4Gz 2x2:2 and 5GHz 4×4:4 MU-MIMO with DL/UL OFDMA technology Access Point, POE

				The GWN7662 is an 802.11ax Wi-Fi 6 access point ideal for small-to-medium sized businesses, home off..
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				Grandstream GWN7664 Enterprise-grade 802.11ax (WiFi-6) Dual-band 4x4:4 MUMIMO with DL/UL OFDMA technology Access Point, POE

				Grandstream GWN7664 is a powerful, enterprise-grade 802.11ax Wi-Fi 6 indoor Access Point, ideal for ..
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				Grandstream GWN7664LR High-Performance Outdoor Long-Range 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6), 4x4:4 MU-MIMO Access Point - PoE

				Grandstream GWN7664LR is an outdoor 802.11ax 4×4:4 Wi-Fi 6 access point for medium-to-large business..
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				Grandstream GWN7660 High Performance 802.11ax (WiFi-6) Dual-Band 2×2:2 MU-MIMO Access Point POE

				Grandstream GWN7660 is a high-performance WiFi 6 access point for small to medium sized businesses, ..
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				Grandstream GWN7660LR Outdoor Long-Range 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6) Access Point

				Grandstream GWN7660LR is a long-range 802.11ax Wi-Fi 6 access point designed to provide next generat..
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				Grandstream GWN7665 802.11ax WiFi 6E Tri-Band 2x2:2 MU-MIMO with DL/UL OFDMA technology Indoor Wireless Access Point, PoE

				The GWN7665 is a powerful, enterprise-grade Wi-Fi 6E access point for business-grade wireless networ..
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				Grandstream GWN7602 Dual-Band 802.11ac WiFi Access Point With Integrated Ethernet Switch

				Grandstream GWN7602 is a compact Wi-Fi access point designed for small businesses, homes, offices, h..
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				Grandstream GWN7624 802.11ac In-Wall 4x4:4 MU-MIMO Wireless Access Point - PoE

				The GWN7624 is an in-wall Wi-Fi access point designed for small-to-medium-sized businesses, offices,..
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				Grandstream GWN7603 Dual-Band Gigabit 802.11ac WiFi Access Point With Integrated Ethernet Switch

				Grandstream GWN7603 is a compact Wi-Fi access point designed for small businesses, hotels, and home ..
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		Grandstream GDS3702 HD Audio IP Intercom System
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		RFID CARD 125KHz EM4100 (Printable) - (10 Pack)
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